Duplicates in data management are common and problematic. In this work, we present a translation of Datalog under bag semantics into a well-behaved extension of Datalog (the so-called warded Datalog ± ) under set semantics. From a theoretical point of view, this allows us to reason on bag semantics by making use of the well-established theoretical foundations of set semantics. From a practical point of view, this allows us to handle the bag semantics of Datalog by powerful, existing query engines for the required extension of Datalog. Moreover, this translation has the potential for further extensions -above all to capture the bag semantics of the semantic web query language SPARQL.
INTRODUCTION
Duplicates are a common feature in data management. They appear, for instance, in relational databases queried by means of SQL and RDF data queried by means of SPARQL. However, the semantics of data operations and queries in the presence of duplicates is not always clear, mostly related to the fact that duplicates are handled by bags or multisets, whereas the common logic-based semantics used in data management are settheoretical, making it difficult to tell apart duplicates through the use of sets alone.
To address this problem, a bag semantics for Datalog programs was proposed in [13] , what we call the derivation-tree bag semantics (DTB semantics). Intuitively, two duplicates of the same tuple in an intentional predicate are accepted as such, if they have syntactically different derivation trees. Also, an equivalent formulation was given in terms of semi-naive evaluation. The DTB semantics was used in [1] to provide a bag semantics for SPARQL.
The DTB semantics has two major drawbacks: first, it is operational -thus losing the declarative, logicbased semantics of Datalog; and second, it is defined via new constructs (the DTBs) -thus leaving the world of query languages and losing the applicability of the large body of query optimization techniques.
The goal of this paper, instead, is to identify an extension of Datalog which allows us to express the bag semantics in terms of the classical set semantics, and stay within the realm of query languages. To this end, we show that the DTB semantics of a Datalog program can be represented by means of its transformation into a Datalog ± program [5] , in such a way that the intended model of the former, including duplicates, can be characterized as the result of the duplicate-free chase instance for the latter. This is achieved by creating the right tuple identifiers (tids) by means of existential rules. Duplicates with different tids of the same tuple will be admissible and usual duplicates when falling back to a bag semantics for the original Datalog program. We establish the correspondence between the DTB semantics and ours.
The Datalog ± programs required for this task belong to the well-behaved class of warded Datalog ± programs [9] , which properly extends Datalog, has a tractable (conjunctive) query answering (CQA) problem, and has been successfully applied to represent SPARQL under the OWL 2 QL core entailment regime [8] , with set semantics though [9] (see also [2] ). Warded Datalog ± looks promising as a general language for specifying different data management tasks [3] .
We also show that Datalog with stratified negation can be captured by a similar transformation into a wellbehaved class of Datalog ± . In this way, we achieve a fully declarative way of expressing the bag semantics of an important query language; and we immediately recover full relational algebra (including set difference) with bag semantics in terms of a well-behaved query language under set semantics. Moreover, the translation into Datalog ± ensures polynomial-time CQA.
PRELIMINARIES
We assume the reader to be familiar with the relational data model. An n-ary predicate P has positions:
. With Pos(P ) we denote the set of positions of predicate P . Similarly, Pos(Π) denotes the set of positions of (predicates in) a Datalog program Π.
Basic Multiset Operations. We follow [11, 13] . Consider multisets M and elements e (from some domain) with non-negative integer multiplicities, mult(e, M ). By definition, e ∈ M iff mult(e, M ) ≥ 1. To a multiset M , we associate a set: set (M ) := {e | e ∈ M }. Now consider multiset relations R, S. Unless stated otherwise, we assume that R, S contain tuples of the same arity, say n. Multiset R is (multi-)contained in S, denoted, R ⊆ m S iff for every e ∈ R, mult(e, R) ≤ mult(e, S).
Moreover, we define the following multiset operations:
The multiset union ∪ m is defined by R ∪ m S := T , with mult(e, T ) := mult(e, R) + mult(e, S). Multiset selection σ m C (R), with C a condition, is defined as the multiset T containing all tuples in R that satisfy C with multiplicities the same as in R.
The multiset projection π m k (R) is defined as follows: letk be a k-tuple i 1 , . . . , i k of elements from {1, . . . , n}; accordingly, for an n-tuplet = t 1 , . . . , t n ∈ R, we consider the k-tuple t i1 , . . . , t i k . Now, π m k (R) is the multiset T containing k-tuples e = t i1 , . . . , t i k , with mult(e, π m k (R)) defined as the sum of the multiplicities in R of tuplest producing e.
For the multiset (natural) join assume that tuples have arity n in R and arity n ′ in S. To simplify the presentation, assume that the natural join is via the last attribute of R and first of S. Then we define the following multiset of (n + n ′ − 1)-tuples:t = t 1 , . . . , t n+n ′ −1 ∈ R ✶ m S iff there arer ∈ R ands ∈ S, such that
mult(r, R)×mult(s, S).
For the multiset difference, two definitions are considered: R m S := T , with mult(e, T ) := max {mult(e, R)− mult(e, S), 0}. Alternatively, R an S := T , with mult(e, T ) := mult(e, R) if e / ∈ S and mult (e, T ) := 0, otherwise ("an" stands for all-or-nothing).
The multiset intersection ∩ m is a contentious operation. Extending the derivation-tree-based semantics from [13] to multiset intersection would treat ∩ m as a special case of the join, which may be counter-intuitive. However, intersection is not treated or used in [1, 11, 13] .
Derivation-tree bag semantics of Datalog. We follow [13] , where tuples are "colored" to tell apart duplicates of a same element in the extensional database (EDB), via an infinite, ordered list C of colors c 1 , c 2 , . . .. For a multiset M and e ∈ M , with mult(e, M ) = n > 0, the n copies, e:1, . . . , e:n, of e are colored with c 1 , . . . , c n , respectively. So, col (e) := {e:1, . . . , e:n} becomes a set. For a multiset M , col (M ) := e∈M col (e), which is a set. For a "colored" set S, col −1 (S) produces a multiset by stripping tuples from their colors. We now consider Datalog programs Π with multiset predicates, i.e. their extensions can be multisets, and multiset EDBs E. A derivation tree (DT) for Π wrt. E is a tree with labeled nodes and edges, as follows:
1. For an EDB predicate Q and h ∈ col (Q(E)), a DT for col −1 (h) contains a single node with label h.
For each rule of the form
and for each tuple τ 1 , . . . , τ k of DTs for the atoms d 1 , . . . , d k that unify with A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A k with mgu θ, generate a DT for Hθ with Hθ as the root label and τ 1 , . . . , τ k as the children, and r as the label for the edges from the root to the children.
For a DT τ , we define Atoms(τ ) := root-label or col
of the root, with the latter case when τ is a single-node tree. For a set of DTs T: Atoms(T) := m {Atoms(τ ) | τ ∈ T}, which is a multiset that multi-contains E.
If DT (Π, col (E)) is the set of (syntactically different) DTs, the derivation-tree bag (DTB) semantics for Π is the multiset:
Example 2.2. Consider program Π below and E = {Q(1, 2, 3), Q(1, 2, 3), Q(1, 2, 5), T (4, 1, 2), T (4, 1, 2)}.
We have the following DTs:
1. Five single-node trees: Q(1, 2, 3):1, etc. 2. Five depth-two trees:
Six depth-three trees: etc. In total, DT (Π, col (E)) contains 16 different trees, and
DATALOG ± -BASED BAG SEMANTICS
We now provide a bag semantics for a Datalog program Π with a multiset EDB E via the transformation into a Datalog ± program Π + over a set EDB E + obtained from E. Recall that Datalog ± [5] and various subclasses thereof have been studied in the context of ontology-mediated data access. Datalog ± rules are (restricted forms of) tuple-generated dependencies, which have previously been intensively studied for defining schema mappings [15] in the area of data exchange [6] . The subclass targeted by our transformation will be warded Datalog ± . For this transformation, we assume w.l.o.g., that the set of nulls for a Datalog ± program is partitioned into two infinite ordered sets T = {ι 1 , ι 2 , . . .}, for unique, global tuple identifiers (tids), and N = {η 1 , η 2 , . . .}, for usual nulls in Datalog ± programs. Given a multiset EDB E and a program Π, instead of using colors and syntactically different derivation trees, we will use elements of T to identify both the elements of the EDB and the tuples resulting from applications of the chase procedure.
For a predicate P (. . .) in the program's schema, we introduce a new version P (. ; . . .) with an extra, first argument (its 0-th position) to accommodate a tid, which is a null from T . If an atom P (ā) appears in E as n duplicates, we create the tuples P (ι ′ 1 ;ā), . . . , P (ι ′ n ;ā), with the ι ′ i pairwise different nulls from T as tids, and not used to identify any other element of E. We obtain a set EDB E + from the multiset EBD E. Given a rule in Π, we introduce tid-variables (i.e. appearing in the 0-th positions) and existential quantifiers in the rule head, to formally generate fresh tids when the rule applies. More precisely, a rule in Π of the form r : H(x) ← A 1 (x 1 ), A 2 (x 2 ), . . . , A k (x k ), with k > 0,x ⊆ ∪ ixi , becomes the Datalog ± rule: r + : ∃z H(z;x) ← A 1 (z 1 ;x 1 ), A 2 (z 2 ;x 2 ), . . . , A k (z k ;x k ), with fresh, different variables z, z 1 , . . . , z k .
The resulting Datalog ± program Π + can be evaluated according to the usual set semantics on the set EDB E + . For this, we use the classical chase, i.e., when the instantiated body of rule r + becomes true, say with
is created, with ι the first (new) null from T that has not been used yet. The new null stands for the tid of the newly created atom. The chase variant assumed here is the so-called oblivious chase [10] , i.e., a tgd is activated for every instantiation of the rule body that makes the rule body true, but a rule is never activated more than once with the same instantiated body.
The chase instance is obtained by collecting all atoms obtained by applying the chase with E + and Π + , i.e. that are final atoms in a derivation sequence. More precisely, a derivation sequence is of the form: D 1 ❀ r1 A 1 ; . . . ; D n ❀ rn A n with atoms A i , such that the r i are tgds, and each D k is a set of atoms contained in E + ∪ {A 1 , . . . , A k−1 } that makes the body of r k true, then A k is created. Analogously to the depth-two and depth-three trees in Example 2.2, the chase produces eleven new atoms. In total, we get following chase result: Chase(Π + , E + ) = E + ∪ {S(ι 6 ; 1, 2), S(ι 7 ; 1, 2), R(ι 8 ; 1, 2), R(ι 9 ; 1, 2), R(ι 10 ; 1, 2), P (ι 11 ; 1, 2), . . . , P (ι 16 ; 1, 2)}. ✷ Inspired by operation col −1 of Section 2, we introduce de-identification and multiset merging operations, sometimes using double braces, {{. . .}}, to emphasize that a construction is intended to produce a multiset .
Definition 3.1. For a set E of tuples with tids, DI(E) and SP(E), for de-identification and set-projection, resp., are: (a) DI(E) := {{P (c) | P (t;c) ∈ E for some t}}, a multiset ; and (b) SP(E) := {P (c) | P (t;c) ∈ E for some t}, a set .
Definition 3.2. Given a Datalog program Π and a multiset EDB E, the program-based bag semantics (PBB semantics) assigns to Π ∪ E the multiset:
The PBB semantics coincides with the DTB semantics , as the following result states, which can be immediately obtained from Lemma 3.1.
Theorem 3.1. For a Datalog program Π with a multiset EDB E, DTBS (Π, E) = PBBS (Π, E).
Lemma 3.1. For a Datalog program Π with multiset EDB E, there is a one-to-one correspondence between DTs in DT (Π, col (E)) with root atoms P (c) and chasesequences that end in atoms P (ι,c), with ι ∈ T .
Corollary 3.1. Given a Datalog program Π and a multiset EDB E, the instance SP(Chase(Π + , E + )) is the minimal model of the Datalog program Π ∪ SP(E).
Multiset Relational Algebra (MRA) consists of the following basic multiset operations (cf. Section 2): multiset union ∪ m , multiset projection π m k multiset selection σ m C , with C a condition, multiset (natural) join ✶ m , and (all-or-nothing) multiset difference an .
In positive MRA, multiset difference is excluded. Then, from Theorem 3.1, we immediately obtain: Proposition 3.1. The PBB semantics applied to positive relational algebra coincides with MRA.
To support full MRA, we have to cover also the (all-ornothing) multiset difference an . The difficulty of this step is shown by revisiting Example 2.2.
, r 2 , r 3 } , with rules r 2 , r 3 as before, and rule r 1 replaced by: r ′ 1 : P (x, y) ← R(x, y), ¬S(x, y), i.e., body atom S(x, y) is now negated.
Its rewriting into a Datalog ± rule as in the positive case yields r ′+ 1 : ∃zP (z; x, y) ← R(z 1 ; x, y), ¬S(z 2 , x, y), with variable z 2 occurring in a negated body atom but not in a positive one, making the rule no longer safe. We thus introduce an auxiliary predicate Aux in order to eliminate this variable: r
Aux (x, y) ← S(z 2 ; x, y). ✷ This idea can be generalized to transform safe Datalog programs with stratified negation (denoted Datalog ¬s ), by rewriting a rule of the form r :
We keep denoting with PBBS (Π, E) the chase-based bag semantics for Datalog with stratified and safe negation (referred to as Datalog ¬s ) obtained via this Datalog ± rewriting with tids. In [14] , a bag semantics for Datalog ¬s was introduced via derivation-trees (DTs), extending the DTB semantics in [13] for (positive) Datalog. This extension applies to Datalog programs with stratified negation that are range-restricted and safe (i.e. a variable in a rule head or a negative literal must appear in a positive literal in the body of the same rule); and leads to an all-or-nothing interpretation of negation, so as with the Theorem 3.2. For a stratified Datalog program Π with multiset EDB E, DTBS (Π, E) = PBBS (Π, E).
Proposition 3.2. The PBB semantics applied to relational algebra including all-or-nothing multiset difference an coincides with MRA.
PROPERTIES OF PBB SEMANTICS
In [9] , warded Datalog was introduced as a particularly well-behaved fragment of Datalog ± , for which CQA is tractable (cf. [9] for details). Actually, in the journal version of [9] (currently under review), warded Datalog is extended with stratified negation, preserving the favorable properties of warded Datalog.
We can show that the Datalog ± program Π + obtained from a Datalog or Datalog ¬s program Π by our construction in Section 3 is indeed warded: In our translation into Datalog, we omit the prefix and use the constant alice short for <mailto:alice@example> to keep the notation simple. Moreover, we assume that the RDF data over which the query has to be evaluated is given by a relational database with a single ternary predicate t , i.e., the database consists of triples t(·, ·, ·).
The following Datalog program with answer predicate ans is equivalent to the above SPARQL query:
ans(N ) ← t(X, mbox , alice), t(X, knows, Y ), t(Y, name, N ) We now apply our transformation into Datalog ± from Section 3. Suppose that the query has to be evaluated over a multiset E of triples. Recall that in our transformation, we would first have to extend all triples in E to quadruples by adding a null (the tid) in the 0-position. Actually, this can be easily automatized by the first rule in the program below. We thus get the following Datalog ± program:
∃Z ans(Z; N ) ← t(Z 1 ; X, mbox , alice), t(Z 2 ; X, knows, Y ), t(Z 3 ; Y, name, N ) ∃Z t(Z; U, V, V ) ← t(U, V, V ) ✷ We will work out in detail the application of our PBB semantics to the evaluation of SPARQL with bag semantics and give first experimental results with its implementation in the Vadalog system [3, 4] in the forthcoming full version of this paper. Recall that warded Datalog ± has been shown to be expressive enough to capture SPARQL under the OWL 2 QL core entailment regime [8] , with set semantics though [2, 9] . We will tackle this extension of SPARQL with the OWL 2 QL core entailment regime under bag semantics with our transformation to warded Datalog ± . Actually, the support of full SPARQL under OWL 2 entailment will also be profitable for other applications of the Vadalog system such as data wrangling [7] and data acquisition [12] .
We are currently also working on inexpressibility results related to the transformation presented here: recall that our translation into Datalog ± does not cover multiset intersection ∩ m ; moreover, multiset difference is only handled in the all-or-nothing form an , while the sometimes more natural form m has been left out. We conjecture that these two operations are not expressible in Datalog ± with set semantics. The verification of this conjecture is a matter of ongoing work.
